AND ALL THAT JAZZ
With the fall production of Chicago, the newly named Weitzenhoffer School of Musical Theatre served notice that its students are the equal of the country’s best.

THE GAME OF THE CENTURY
They got together after nearly 40 years, the Huskers who won and the Sooners who lost, to celebrate what may have been the best college football game ever played.

TEACHING FROM THE BATTLEFIELD
Journalism alumnus Mike Boettcher had an idea: “War and Media,” with lectures direct from the war zone, challenging the perceptions of a mix of OU students.

THE OTHER BOB STOOPS
For such a public person, OU’s no-nonsense head football coach is very private. Few people know that his most ardent fans are the patients at Children’s Hospital.

SOONERLAND’S PICTURE MAN
Roy Heffner’s life might be judged unremarkable were it not for the priceless legacy of photographs that chronicle every facet of the University of Oklahoma’s early days.

REDEFINING GERIATRICS
The goal of OUHSC’s Department of Geriatric Medicine is to ensure that all medical providers—not just specialists—are equipped to deal with the health needs of the aging.